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A. General Information

1. Introduction

Welcome!

This manual helps you to optimize the usage of Chess Cloud PBX, the cloud telephone system by
Chess.

We hope you enjoy working with Chess Cloud PBX!

Subject to alterations
Version 1 / 02/2019 (EN)

Please find the latest release notes here.

2. Used symbols

Used icons/characters

Type Icon/Character Description

NOTE
 
CAUTION
 
WARNING

NOTE: Information that is useful but not critical to the reader.
 
CAUTION: Tells the reader to proceed with caution.
 
WARNING: Stronger than CAUTION; means "don't do this"
or that this step could be irreversible, e.g., result in permanent
data loss.

TIP Useful tips that provide additional information.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.

Procedures are numbered steps to perform an action, where
the order of the steps is relevant.

Result of
procedure/action ⇒ Indicates the result of an action//procedure.

Lists •
•

Used for listings and items where the order of steps is
irrelevant.

B. Using the app

https://www.nfon.com/en/service/release-notes
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1. Overview

We support the use of the mobile app on the following operating systems:

Android 8 and above / iOS 12 and above
rooted Android/jailbreaked iOS mobile phones will not be supported!

Login

In order to use the app proceed as follows:

- Open the app with your iOS device

- Enter your username (this is your e-mail address) and password.

- Click on login.
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Once you are logged in, you will see the start screen of the app.
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App overview

The app is divided into 5 major sections:

User settings1.
Search bar2.
Telephone menu3.
Telephone / Dial field4.
App bar5.
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User settings

Now more on each section:
 

Here you will find the following features:

log in and log off from the app
select the device you would like to call with
add devices you would like to call with (C2D target)
switch between your devices

You can make calls via the app, via your extension i.e. the device connected to your extension (e.g.
desktop telephone) or another target e.g. your mobile phone.

This feature is called Click to Dial (C2D).

You select the target via which you want to make calls and all your calls will be made via this target.

When the app menu is closed, you can see your name and the device you are calling with in left top
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corner.

- If you would like to add a new external number you would like to call with, click on your name in
the upper left corner.

 You will be taken to the App menu.

- Click on the + sign in the "Call with" section.

An input field opens up. Here you can now enter your new external number, e.g. a hotel room
telephone from the hotel room you are currently staying in.
 
- Enter a name and telephone number for the external number.

- Click on Save.
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The City Hotel number appears now in the list of devices you can make calls with.

 - To make a call via the hotel room number, click on the City Hotel entry.

The hotel room telephone is now selected as your device to make calls.
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Search bar

Search the pbx and your private phone book. Search results are clustered.
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Telephone menu

The telephone menu of the mobile app is devided into three tabs:

 

Telephone
History
Settings

 

Telephone

Initiate calls.

Find more information on how to make calls in the chapter Telephone - how to make calls.
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Under the telephone tab, you will also find your favourite list and conferences.
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History

Under the History tab, you will find all your calls and voicemails.

You can filter the history via the filter symbol in the search bar or delete entries via the pen symbol.
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Settings

Here you will find all app parameters, e.g. the following features:

Call forwarding
Language
Call Through number
Register phone number
App permissions
Imprint
Data protection
GTC
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Telephone/dial field

Dial here the telephone number you wish to call
Use the DTMF field to enter the telephone number you wish to call or to enter conference
room PINs
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App Bar

You will find two functions in the app bar: a shortcut for switching between your call forwarding
profiles under the arrow symbol and next to it the DND function.
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2. Telephone - how to make calls

Make a call

There are several possibilities to initiate a call:

use the dial pad to enter the telephone number
click on a contact in the favourites list or in your history to initiate a call.
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Incoming call

In case of an incoming call, a pop up with caller's information as phone number or extension and
name will appear.

- Accept or decline the call.
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Hold

You can put a call on hold by clicking on the menu button in the green area and selecting the hold

button  in the green area and selecting the hold button .
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Transferring a Call

- To transfer a call, click on the menu button in the green field .

- Click on the transfer button .

The directory will be displayed. You can search it or enter the desired name in the search bar.

- Click on the entry, i.e. the person you want to transfer the call to.

The app displays a status message as soon as the transfer was successful.

For you, the call is ended immediately.

3. Settings
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Settings

Here you will find all app parameters, e.g. the following features:

Call forwarding
Language
Register phone number
App permissions
Imprint
Data protection
GTC

Please note that fax settings from Ncontrol are not synchronised with the app.

Call forwarding

Here you can activate and deactivate your call forwarding profiles. If you have created your own call
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forwarding profiles via the Web App or the Desktop App, they will appear on the start screen of the
Mobile App under the arrow button.

The Mobile App allows you to manage and edit only the default call forwarding profile. You can
create your personal call forwarding profiles as well as new call forwarding profiles via the Web App
or the Desktop App.

As soon as you change a call forwarding condition in the Mobile App, you change the condition of
the default profile. This automatically activates the default profile.
 

- To activate a personal call forwarding profile, click on the arrow icon    in the App Bar.

The list of your call forwarding profiles appears at the bottom of the display.

- Select your desired profile.

- By clicking on the profile, it gets activated.
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Register phone number

You have the possibility to register your mobile phone number in the app. If the phone number is
registered, a call can be continued via the GSM connection if the Internet connection is poor.

The mobile phone number is also used for the call through function.
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App permissions

The app needs some permissions to work correctly. Here you can view and assign them individually.
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Information on the app

Here you will find the following information on the app:

Imprint
Data protection
GTC
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4. Conference

Before you can join a conference, you need to subscribe to this conference.
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In order to subscribe to a conference, you need to know the conference name or
extension number and the conference PIN.

This information is to be found in your conference invitation.

Subscribe to a conference

- Enter the conference name or extension in the search bar.

You will see results in the active search, grouped by type and in alphabetic order.
 

Here is this example we are looking the "Audio Conference" with the extension number 388.

The conference room was found and needs now to be subscribed to.

- Click on the entry conference.

- Enter the conference PIN number.

- Click on subscribe.

Once you are subscribed, you will see conference as a new tab in the menu of the app and you will
see the conference you have subscribed to in the conference list.
 

For more information on the conference, click on the entry. A pop up will open.
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Conference via the Mobile App

- Open the conference tab.

You will see the conference room that you have already subscribed to.

- Click on the entry. A call to the conference room will be initiated.
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As soon as other participants join the conference, you will see them in the list of conference
participants.
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Conference features

Following features are available in a conference:
 

mute or unmute participants
exclude a participant from the conference
invite participants
make the conference public or private

 

- To access the conference features, wipe the conference participant's name to the left.

 

Depending on in what way you participate in a conference, as a participant or presenter, you have
different control possibilities over the conference.
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If you are a participant of a conference, you can only mute or unmute yourself. Other
features are available for presenters only.

Ad-hoc conference

You can also start an ad-hoc conference as soon as you are in an active call.

- Click on the Add button.

In the meantime, your active call will be put on hold.
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The directory opens.

- Enter the name of the contact you want to add to the ad hoc conference in the search field.

- Click the entry to start a call.
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The participant will be called.
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Once the second participant answers the call, you can connect both participants to the ad-hoc
conference.

- Swipe over the first participant to see the call features.

- Click the Conference button .
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The two participants are now connected in the ad-hoc conference and you can use all the features of
a conference.
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C. Where you can get help

Customer Service

For general queries or to report a non-urgent fault, please log a ticket on our customer portal using
the email address associated with your account. Logging a ticket is quick and easy to do. Once you
have logged your ticket, we will respond within 24 hours or your Service Level Agreement,
whichever is quicker. For urgent faults, you can also contact us by phone on 0344 770 6000, please
select option 2 on the IVR. Visit our Customer Portal >

 

Manage Your Account Online

View an invoice, log a query, book an engineer and much more.

New easy to view look and feel
User-friendly dashboard to help navigate
Mobile and device friendly

https://myportal.chessict.co.uk/login
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Added security including two-factor authentication
To activate your account follow the link HERE

If you still need help, you can call us on 0344 770 6000, select option 1 for customer services and
then option 3 for Customer Portal help.

https://myportal.chessict.co.uk/login
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